Blockade of endogenous growth hormone-releasing hormone receptors dissociates nocturnal growth hormone secretion and slow-wave sleep
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Abstract

Objectives: A temporal association between non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep stages 3 and 4 and nocturnal augmentation of GH release was found long ago, yet the precise mechanism for this association has not been identified. It has been shown, however, that pulsatile GHRH administration increases both slow-wave sleep (SWS) and GH. Based on these data, a role for GHRH as an inducer of SWS was proposed. To test this hypothesis, we have performed the corollary experiment whereby the action of endogenous GHRH has been antagonized.

Design: Healthy men (20–33 years old) had an infusion of GHRH antagonist ((N-Ac-Tyr1, D-Arg2)GHRH-29 (NH2)) or saline for a 12-h period, between 2100 and 0900 h. An i.v. bolus of GHRH was given at 0700 h and GH samples were drawn from 0700 to 0900 h to document the efficacy of GH suppression by the GHRH antagonist.

Methods: A limited montage sleep study was recorded from 2300 to 0700 h during each admission. Plasma GH concentrations were analyzed by the use of a sensitive chemiluminometric assay.

Results: Effectiveness of the GHRH antagonist was validated in all subjects by demonstrating 93±1.8% (P = 0.012) suppression of GH response to a GHRH bolus. Polysomnography demonstrated that the percentage of SWS was not different when saline and GHRH antagonist nights were compared (P = 0.607); other quantifiable sleep parameters were also unchanged.

Conclusions: We conclude that endogenous GHRH is indispensable for the nocturnal augmentation of GH secretion, but that it is unlikely to participate in the genesis of SWS.
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Introduction

Sleep architecture is organized into rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and four stages of non-REM (NREM) sleep based on polysomnography. Based on the temporal association between the nocturnal rise of growth hormone (GH) and NREM stages 3 and 4 slow-wave sleep (SWS), a search for a common denominator was initiated. In a study that measured GH every 30 s during sleep, it was found that maximal GH release occurs after a 4.5-min time delay from the onset of SWS (1). In men, 70% of GH pulses occur together with SWS (2). Administration of gamma-hydroxybutyrate to humans augmented both SWS and nocturnal GH release (3). The interrelationships between the somatotropic axis and sleep architecture remain to be elucidated. The associations between SWS and GH release may be correlative, or even causative. One possibility is that the mechanisms leading to the events of SWS promote GH release. This is supported by the time course of the two phenomena, whereby SWS actually precedes the GH release (1). A reverse possibility, whereby the hormonal components of the nocturnal GH peak participate (or even cause) in the genesis of SWS is also theoretically possible. Based on the latter possibility, a search into potential roles of different hormonal components of the nocturnal GH surge as the inducers of SWS has been launched. When exogenous GH was given to humans, SWS was unaffected or actually decreased (4, 5). Somatostatin also did not affect sleep architecture when given to young healthy men (6). A synthetic ghrelin agonist, GHRP-2 given as discrete boluses did not affect SWS (7). Another ghrelin agonist, GHRP-6, actually prolonged stage 2 of sleep (8), but SWS was not affected.

The nocturnal GH pulse is thought to be secondary to growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH) release, and it has been shown that GHRH antagonist
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blocks this pulse in humans (9). Thus, the effect of endogenous GHRH on sleep architecture was naturally postulated.

The effects of GHRH on sleep architecture have been studied more directly in the rat model. The somnogenic effect of exogenous GHRH was not blocked in hypophysectomized rats, suggesting that this effect was GH independent (10). Administration of specific anti-GHRH serum disrupted sleep, suggesting that endogenous GHRH contributed to sleep regulation. (11). In addition, intrapreoptic injection of GHRH antagonist decreased the intensity of NREM sleep (12). Whether endogenous GHRH affects sleep architecture in humans is uncertain. When given episodically, GHRH was found to enhance SWS (13, 14). The efficiency of GHRH in promoting sleep decreases in the elderly, in depression and during the second half of the night (15). Conversely, the ability of GHRH to provoke a secretory GH response is dependent upon the stage of sleep, and awakening inhibits the secretory response of GHRH (16). These data have suggested that the hierarchy of the sleep/GH relations may be in fact opposite to the older model, i.e. it is the GHRH that may cause the SWS and not vice versa.

This protocol investigated the physiological relevance of endogenous GHRH to sleep architecture using a competitive GHRH antagonist in healthy men.

Materials and methods

Human subjects

The institutional review board of the University of Michigan Medical School approved this study. Each subject signed an informed consent document before enrolling and participating in the protocol. Eleven young (age range 20–33 years, average age 23.5 ±2.1 years) men were recruited from the community. All were found to be healthy based on medical history, physical examination and routine hematological and biochemical testing. Specifically, their testosterone (4.1 ±0.76 ng/ml) and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I; 288 ±40 μg/l) values were within normal limits. None of the subjects were taking any medications; subjects denied use of over-the-counter sleep aids. None of the subjects had a history of recent transmeridian travel, caffeine dependence or night shift work. All subjects were non-obese (body mass index 23.7 ±0.43 kg/m²), non-drinkers and non-smokers.

Protocol

The study was performed at the General Clinical Research Center (GCRC) of the University of Michigan. Subjects were admitted and studied twice. In random order, the subjects received either a continuous 12-h infusion of GHRH antagonist (N-Ac-Tyr₁, D-Arg²) GHRH(1-29) (Bachem, King of Prussia, PA, USA) at 33 μg/kg per hour or an infusion of normal saline at the same rate (15 ml/h). The studies were performed with at least 1 week between admissions. Meal times were standardized and caffeine and napping were prohibited. Data from studies investigating the effect of GHRH upon SWS (13, 17) were used to perform power analysis. Assuming that the magnitude of the supposed decline in the percentage of SWS during GHRH administration, we would need 4–12 subjects per group to have an 80% power to document this effect at 5% statistical level. Subjects were admitted at 1800 h on day 1. The first night of the study was used for acclimatization purposes. An i.v. line was taped to the subject’s forearm to simulate an i.v. drip so that patients would be accustomed to the sensation overnight. The sleep technician placed electrodes for a limited montage electroencephalogram (EEG) (four EEG channels, one chin electro-myogram and two electro-olfactogram channels for polysomnographical recording). Lights were turned off at 2300 h and turned on at 0700 h. On day 2 subjects were allowed a pass from the GCRC to avoid poor sleep hygiene, as it was counter-productive for them to remain in a hospital bed all day. Subjects were reminded to avoid caffeine and napping. Upon the subject’s return at 1800 h, two heparinized cannulas were inserted into veins in both forearms for the purpose of blood drawing and the infusion. The sleep technician placed EEG electrodes again and recording began at 2300 h (lights out) and continued until awakening. On day 2, at 2100 h an infusion of GHRH antagonist or saline was begun and continued until 0900 h on day 3. A bolus of GHRH-44 (0.33 μg/kg; Bachem, Torrance, CA, USA) was given on day 3 at 0700 h. As we have shown previously, this dose causes acute GH release of a magnitude approximating the nocturnal GH surge (17) and, thus, can be viewed as physiologically. Originally, we intended to study the effects of GHRH antagonist on sleep architecture and GH secretion in the same group of subjects. Unfortunately, pilot studies in the first six subjects have shown that the procedure of frequent blood draws produced frequent awakenings and disruption of sleep architecture as evidenced by the sleep efficiency of below 70% (66.8 ±3.2%) in five of the six subjects. Thus, we used only the GH data in these subjects (control group). In the next five subjects, i.v. cannulae were inserted, and either saline or GHRH antagonist were infused in a manner identical to the control group but nocturnal GH sampling was not done, to allow for an undisturbed sleep. However, subjects also underwent GHRH testing in the morning as specified above, with blood draws every 10 min between 0700 and 0900 h. In this group of subjects, polysomnographic studies were used for the final analysis. Data from the only subject in the original (control) group whose sleep efficiency was 85% were included in both GH and sleep analyses.
A sleep technologist who was blinded to the experimental condition scored the polysomnographic recordings visually using standard criteria (18). NREM sleep stages 1–4, REM sleep and wakefulness were scored at 30-s intervals. Sleep latency with reference to 2300 h, sleep efficiency and REM latency were also determined. Split night reports were generated based on dividing the time between sleep onset and offset exactly in half with similar parameters compared in the first and second half of the sleep period. This was done because other studies (17) have suggested that GHRH may have differential effects on REM and SWS early or late during sleep.

**Assays**

Blood samples were centrifuged and plasma was stored at −20°C until assayed. Plasma GH was measured in duplicate using a chemiluminescent assay (Nichols Institute Diagnostics, San Juan Capistrano, CA, USA) with an assay sensitivity of 0.01 μg/l as described previously (19). Samples from both admissions for a single subject were run in the same assay. Assays for screening (complete blood count, biochemical profile, thyroid-stimulating hormone and testosterone) were performed by the Pathology Laboratories of the University of Michigan Medical Center using routine methodologies.

**Calculations**

The GH response to GHRH was calculated using the area under the curve of GH vs time between 0700 and 0900 h. GH output suppression, as well as changes in percents of the night spent in different sleep stages during the GHRH antagonist infusion, were calculated as a percentage of the corresponding measurements during the saline infusion. Data that were not normally distributed were log transformed before the analysis. Data are shown as means±S.E.M. All comparisons between GHRH antagonist and saline protocols were made using two-tailed paired t-tests. A P value of <0.05 was assumed to indicate statistical significance.

**Results**

GHRH antagonist was well tolerated in all subjects. Subjects were blinded to the infusion and could not distinguish between the GHRH antagonist and saline when questioned on day 3. In the absence of nocturnal blood sampling, sleep efficiency was above 80% (87.7±1.4%) in all six subjects who underwent polysomnographic recording.

In the first six individuals, frequent nocturnal blood sampling disclosed pulsatile GH secretion during saline infusion and its significant blunting during GHRH antagonist infusion. Actual GH profiles in two of these subjects are shown in Fig. 1. GHRH antagonist suppressed mean plasma GH (2300–0700 h) from 2.46±0.63 to 0.51±0.13 μg/l or by 77±4.3% (P < 0.001). Similarly, in the same group area under the curve (AUC) of plasma GH after an i.v. GHRH (0.33 μg/kg) at 0700 h was suppressed from 206±50 to 13±5 μg/l or by 90.2±3.6% (P = 0.012). In the subjects who had polysomnographic studies done, GHRH antagonist suppressed the GH rise to exogenous GHRH by 93±1.8% (P = 0.012) (Fig. 2).

Sleep parameters for the GHRH antagonist and saline infusion nights were virtually identical (Table 1). Specifically, SWS was not influenced significantly (P = 0.607) during the suppression of endogenous GHRH action.

Split night reports were generated as GH secretion is generally more pronounced in the first half of the night; again, a comparison of sleep parameters did not demonstrate a significant difference between GHRH antagonist and saline infusion nights (Table 2). Using the current data for a retrospective power analysis, we have estimated that more than 100 subjects per group would be needed to have an 80% power to show any difference in sleep parameters at 5% statistical level. Specifically, to find any effect of GHRH antagonist on the point of primary interest for this study, i.e. stage 3–4 SWS, a minimum of 530 subjects per group would be required.

**Discussion**

The regulation of the somatotropic axis and sleep appears to be closely related both in animals and in humans. Deep NREM sleep is reliably associated with the robust elevation of plasma GH concentrations during early night hours. Whether this association is merely correlative or causative is still uncertain. However, it is not unreasonable to assume that one or more hormonal components participating in the nocturnal GH pulse may have a NREM sleep-promoting activity as well. In support of this hypothesis are the animal data demonstrating sleep-promoting activities of GH, GHRH and ghrelin and sleep-inhibiting activities of somatostatin and IGF-1 (reviewed in reference 20). Surprisingly, the same relations were much more difficult to demonstrate in humans. GHRH was ineffective when given during daytime, before sleep onset or as a continuous infusion (21–23). However, pulsatile boluses of GHRH increased REM sleep or SWS depending on the timing of administration (13, 19). We attempted to investigate the GHRH/sleep connection using a corollary experiment, i.e. abolition of GHRH action. To this end, we employed continuous administration of a specific competitive GHRH antagonist. This compound was shown to attenuate the magnitude of spontaneous GH secretory discharges (including the nocturnal GH pulse) as well as GH responses to a variety of stimuli, including GHRH (9, 24) in a
dose-dependent manner. We show here that attenuation of the GHRH effect virtually abolishes the nocturnal GH release but has no effect on sleep architecture. Thus, our study argues against the role of endogenous GHRH as a sleep promoter in humans. It is theoretically conceivable that the limited sample size employed in this study prevented the disclosure of more subtle effects of GHRH blockade on SWS. A retrospective power analysis of the data obtained in the course of this study indicate that at least 530 subjects per group would be needed to demonstrate the effect of GHRH blockade on SWS at a 5% significance level, a number that is not only impractical for a clinical...
study but also indicating an infinitesimally low probability of such an event.

We believe that the amount of GHRH antagonist was sufficiently high to assure major blockade of GHRH receptors since in a control group of young men of similar age and body composition, this dose of GHRH antagonist suppressed spontaneous nocturnal GH release by 77 ± 4.3%, a value virtually identical to our previous data in yet another group of young, healthy men (25). This dose of GHRH antagonist blocked the response to a GHRH bolus of physiological magnitude (i.e., producing acute GH release similar in magnitude and duration to the spontaneous nocturnal GH pulse) by 90.2 ± 3.6%, again similar to our earlier data (25). Since in the actual study group this dose of GHRH antagonist suppressed acute GH rise to GHRH in a manner indistinguishable from that seen in the control group, it is likely that their spontaneous nocturnal GH secretion was also suppressed maximally. We have previously shown (25, 26) that the relationship between the dose of GHRH antagonist and the percentage suppression of nocturnal GH secretion is log-linear (as expected from a competitive receptor antagonist) and that only minor incremental GH suppression is seen with GHRH antagonist doses between 3.3 and 33 μg/kg per hour. Thus, to achieve an even higher degree of GHRH receptor blockade one would have to employ antagonist doses that are orders of magnitude higher than the one used this study—a financially impractical design with an uncertain degree of side effects. Thus, for all practical purposes, we have achieved as high a degree of GHRH receptor blockade as is possible in clinical studies. We do not have direct proof that the GHRH antagonist given intravenously was actually reaching the central nervous system (CNS) areas involved in sleep regulation. However, the hypothesis of GHRH being a sleep promoter is based on human studies in which GHRH was given intravenously (13, 19). If that was indeed the case, intravenous GHRH antagonist was likely to reach the CNS areas accessible for GHRH. Indeed, this compound was shown to affect GH secretion when given either intravenously or intracerebroventricularly (27).

Our conclusions conflict with the data from previous studies that have shown that episodic GHRH administration influences SWS (13, 19) and we have no ready explanation for this discrepancy. The existence of GHRH receptor subtypes with separate roles for GH and sleep regulation seems unlikely as the antagonist used in our study was shown to affect sleep architecture in rats when given directly into the preoptic area (12). It is possible that there may be a threshold GHRH effect on sleep regulation. Marshall et al. (28) have shown that it was the magnitude of GHRH elevation rather than the exposure to repeat lower GHRH levels that promoted SWS in humans. If this is the case, an almost 80% blockade of GHRH action should have been sufficient to influence sleep architecture. In any case, our results do not lend support to the proposed role of GHRH as a sleep regulator in humans. Humans with mutant GHRH receptor (29, 30) may prove to be an ideal model to answer this question.
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